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Circle 82 on Reader Action Card 

LASER WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
• Stock Cars • Drag Racing • Most Wheel Styles • Reliable Portable 
• Open Wheel • Most Car Types • Accurate Easy to Use • Cut Set-up 

The TR·12 is comp lete!y 
portable we ighing less than 
1001bs. It runs off of 0 cell 
batteries. Set-up and alignment 
can be done in the shop, al the track 
or wherever you need. 

Time in Half 
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s e"'4.0POWER 

VERSATILE SEAT 
& GUIDE MACHINE 

"Kigh torque at 
low speed 

"Triple floatation 
centering system 

"Ability to cut any 
valve seat diameter 
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PISTons Ii NlnIiS ...... 
IA da~e 

3 mm oil ring," confirmed Prock . 
"They've narrowed that considerably 
from 3/16 . We buy rings from Childs & 
Albert and Speed Pro. Speed Pro's 
Competition Series ring seems to be the 
up-and-coming ring for nitrous applica
tions. It's nichrome plasma-faced, and 
they make it in a .043 thickness. They 
are used in the NMCA Fastest Street 
Car Competi tion. Those engines make 
intense cylinder pressure and heat, and 
they are always looking for higher 
crankcase vacuum, higher rpm, and 
better oil control. And the Speed Pro 
rings seem to survive pretty well." 

"Total Seal has been developing a lot 
of new and different rings," noted Fi fe, 
"and in the last couple of years their 
gap less top ring is beginning to get 
some recognition." Again, however, the 
import market is driving the develop
ment of new ideas- and of old ideas 
applied to smaller engines. "They've 
come up with a small-bore dike ring," 
Fife continued, "which picks up air as it 
flows over the piston. It's L-shaped, so it 
forces air in behind it to seal it against 
the cylinder wall. It works well in turbo 
applications; we've seen good results 
in applications up to 35 psi , and we 
think it could take even more than that." 

With so many more appl ications avail
able-and so many more opportunities 
for confusion, Hi-Tech is beginn ing to 
package more pistons and rings 
together. "We've started to supply a lot 
of our pistons With rings ," noted 
Falkenrath. "There are so many options, 
like shallow grooves and deep grooves, 
especially With diesels and imports . So 
we are just shipping the rings with the 
pistons. It's just so much better for the 
customer when everything matches up. 

Schumann's Dynamic Performance, 
Blue Grass, Iowa, offers piston rings in 
600 and 1,000 horsepower version s. 
"The 600 ho rsepower Dynamic 
Pe rformance Rings are ductile iron, 
plasma moly, close tolerance, 80,000 
psi high strength racing top rings," said 
Verne Schumann. "The rings are high 
strength, low porosity ferrous alloy, with 
reverse torsion tapered face design 
which yields an effective low friction unit 
that eliminates top ring residual pres
sures that can li ft the top ring off its 
piston land seating and affect the top 
ring performance" 

Schumann 's 1 ,000 Hors ep ower 
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Dynamic Performance rings are "over 
designed with technically advanced 
metal lurgy high density, low porosi ty 
high heat transfer composition ferrous 
alloys destined for top and second com
pression rings, " he said. The 1,000 
Horsepower Dynamic Performance 
Rings are available in 5/64, 1/16, 1.5 
mm and 1.2 mm compression rings and 
oi l rings of 1/8, 3/16, 4 mm and 3 mm. 

Even cylinder sleeves have benefited 
from advanc ing technology. Ductile 
iron- fi rst developed for engine blocks 
around 196o-has been used in 
sleeves only since the 1990s. "And we 
haven't advertised it except for the last 
two years," said Dave Metchkoff, of L.A. 
Sl eeve Co., Santa Fe Springs, 
California. "Nobody made sleeves out 
of it because it was hard to machine, 
and hard to seat the rings. But we've 
come up with a combinatiol! that has 
been working for us and for many cus
tomers." He sa id the beauty of the 
material "is that it stays round; it returns 
to its shape." For a moderately tuned, 
naturally aspirated motor, it's just not 
necessary, continued Metchkoff. "But 
ducti le iron is what we use for perfor
mance applications: Blown alcohol, Top 
Fuel , NASCAR, Indy cars." 

More recently , however, Metchkoff 
has noted a demand for ductile iron 
sleeves in the import performance mar
e!. "There is tremendous, untapped 

potential in that import market. There is 
a demographic of about 15-18. Those 
'ds love the Honda/Acura 1.6- and 1.8-

iter motors, and they love boring those 
motors 2 mm over. And we have a 
sleeve for that application. You want to 
sleeve a Honda motor because 30 
pounds of boost will split the block. We 
make a thick, flanged sleeve that will 
Nithstand 30 pounds of boost and keep 
ihe motor together." 

"Pistons are not an mpuIse nem,· said 
Mills. "Either you need a set of them, or 
you don't. When we advertise, we're not 
uying to convince someone that they 
fl8ed new pistons; we're ~ to con
'nce someone who needs pistons to 

ooy our pistons rather than Brand X." 
On the other hand, noted levis, a pis

lDt1 is "a renewable part. an expendable 
part . You have to replace them_ And the 
ighter a piston is, and the more horse
DOwer they are gelling out of n, the less 
li'ne it wi ll las!. " ~ 
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ADVANCED CAMSHAFT DESIGN 
-CAMSHAFTS 
-VALVE SPRINGS 
-LIFTERS 
-PUSH RODS 

(225) 926-6110 
(225) 923-2101 FAX 

-STUD GIRDLES 
-ROLLER ROCKERS 
-RETAINERS 
-LOCKS 

2092 DALlAS DRIVE 
BATON ROUGE, lA 70806 
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